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ABOUT ME

• Grew up in Western Nebraska
• Attended undergrad & graduate 

school at the University of 
Nebraska

• Hold an MPA from the University 
of Nebraska with emphasis in 
Public Policy (Go Huskers!)

• Moved to Baltimore in 2011
• Worked as a Budget Analyst for 

Baltimore City for 4.5 years
• Responsible for facilitating 

Baltimore’s outcome budgeting 
process

• Moved to Madison in 2015
• Serve as City’s Budget & Program 

Evaluation Manager
• Oversee:

• Budget Development
• Data & Innovation Program
• Grants & Internal Audit



PRESENTATION OVERVIEW

Why Transparency?
• Why Transparency Matters
• Using Transparency to 

Meaningful Engage Residents

Why Transparency is Hard: 
Dealing with Data Anxiety
• 3 Common Traps & How to 

Overcome Them

Case Studies
• Mapping the CIP
• Launching a Financial 

Transparency Portal
• Building Dashboards that Work



CHECKING THE TRANSPARENCY BOX

Budget
• WI law requires that the budget be posted be posted 

in 2 local newspapers
• Budget documents must be available for review at 

City Halls & Libraries

Meetings
• Meeting agendas must be posted 24 hours in advance
• Requires physically posting agendas outside the City 

Clerk’s Office

Licensing
• Local ordinance requires posting the new license at 

the establishment prior to issuing the license
• References relevant ordinance information & meeting 

date

While informative, these 
efforts don’t fully take 

advantage of communication 
tools at our disposal



THE CROSSROADS OF ENGAGEMENT & TRANSPARENCY

Too often, we think of government as a kind of vending 
machine. We put in our taxes, and get out services: roads, 
bridges, hospitals, fire brigades, police protection….And when 
the vending machine doesn’t give us what we want, we 
protest. Our idea of citizen engagement has somehow been 
reduced to shaking the vending machine. 

Tim O’Reilly, Open Source Software Pioneer
Taken from ‘Citizenville’ (Gavin Newsom)



FROM VENDING MACHINE TO MEANINGFUL ENGAGEMENT:
USING TECHNOLOGY AS A TOOL

Create a 
Narrative: Tell 

the Story

Share the 
Numbers

Make it 
Digestible 

Demonstrate 
Progress

Get Residents 
Involved: Have 

Fun! 
Source: What Works Cities ‘Communicating a What Works State of Mind’



OPEN DATA AS AN ENGAGEMENT TOOL



OPEN DATA PROGRAMS A tool to engage & solve problems



MADISON’S OPEN DATA HISTORY



RELAUNCHING MADISON’S PROGRAM

 In September 2017 the City relaunched its Open 
Data portal that emphasizes mapping data

 City has established governance structure to put 
business process behind publishing data

Finance Department Data

 Used Citywide Data Inventory process to identify 
where we can be publishing data to proactively 
provide residents access to commonly requested 
data sets

 Detailed Budget Questions

 Sole Source Contracts



WHY TRANSPARENCY IS HARD
OVERCOMING DATA ANXIETY



DATA ANXIETY: WHY TRANSPARENCY MAKES US NERVOUS

Finance Departments are rich with data but figuring out where to start in sharing data is overwhelming



DEALING WITH DATA ANXIETY:
CONCERN 1-MY DATA IS A MESS

 Messy data can create an incomplete or inaccurate view of what’s going on

 Getting data in a clean format requires additional layers of review & 
verification
 In Finance Departments we typically focus on these efforts through our yearend & 

budget processes

 Clean Data Matters Allows Us:
 To ensure accurate conclusion and interpretation of data

 To optimize analytical time and increase the efficiency of analysis

 To eliminate or minimize unnecessary time and resource cost resulting from 
incorrect data, analysis and interpretation



DEALING WITH DATA ANXIETY: 
CONCERN 2-WHAT DO PEOPLE WANT TO KNOW 
 All City agencies capture large amounts of data by virtue of daily work processes

 Figuring out what data to share & how best to share it is overwhelming

 When inventorying data sets, Madison’s Finance Department identified 40+ data sets that might be relevant to residents

 Through engaging stakeholders, we learned many potential users of our data didn’t know what data is available creating a 
chicken vs. egg scenario



DATA ANXIETY: MY DATA IS TOO COMPLICATED

 Some data sets, especially financial data, can be 
complicated in it’s raw form

 It can be scary to publish a complicated data set that 
could be misconstrued without the proper context

 Simplifying data adds an extra level of work in publishing 
data



HOW TO OVERCOME DATA ANXIETY

 Build a clear policy & governance structure

 Figure out the issues that are causing anxiety within your organization 
& develop a clear policy that helps mitigate the issues

 Inventory & prioritize what you have

 Don’t get focused on the data that isn’t ready to publish; start with 
easy test cases that can be piloted

 Engage the community

 Find out what your residents want to access; don’t focus on those 
data sets where there is no demand

 Tie the program to problems you are working to solve

 What analysis projects are you working on that can benefit 



PUTTING CONCEPTS IN ACTION
LESSONS FROM THE FIELD



CASE 1: MAPPING MADISON CAPITAL BUDGET

Challenge Solution How we Did it What we 
Learned 

 Madison has an aggressive Capital Improvement Plan (CIP)

 The 2018 CIP authorized funding for over 160 capital items in 2018

 Information about the capital budget was outlined in 100+ page static budget book

 The way information was being presented created a black box where only insiders knew what was in the 
budget

 Wanted to develop an easy to use tool to see what capital projects were happening and easily link to more 
information about projects



CASE 1: MAPPING MADISON CAPITAL BUDGET

Challenge Solution How we Did it What we 
Learned 

 Make the budget more approachable by mapping all of the 
planned projects

 Create a sense a scale by including data visualizations to 
show & compare where money comes from & how it’s 
spent

 Link to additional information about the project’s status, 
upcoming community meetings about specific projects, & 
project budget information

 Market the map to residents as part of the Executive Budget 
release



CASE 1: MAPPING MADISON CAPITAL BUDGET

Challenge Solution How we Did it What we 
Learned 

 Step 1: Build the Team

 Clearly define roles & responsibility for each team member

 Identify project milestones & deadlines to ensure adequate capacity among team members 

 Map out how the data needs to be structured to avoid rework later in the project

 Step 2: Determine what can be mapped

 Not everything within our CIP can be mapped; we focused on projects that had geospatial components 

 Mapping information was collected as part of agency budget submissions

 During this phase we developed categories of projects that would be meaningful to residents rather than grouping projects 
by the responsible agency



CASE 1: MAPPING MADISON CAPITAL BUDGET

Challenge Solution How we Did it What we 
Learned 

 Step 3: Location Data in Consistent Format

 Budget team developed data set that included: 

 Project Identifying Information

 Location (Address)

 Category

 Project Portal Link

 Step 4: Build Data Visualizations for Budget Data

 Project team developed series of data visualizations that would be meaningful 

 Once Executive Budget was finalized provided high level data to Web Team to build the visualizations

Check out our map at 
www.cityofmadison.com/budget

http://www.cityofmadison.com/budget












CASE 1: MAPPING MADISON CAPITAL BUDGET

Challenge Solution How we Did it What we 
Learned 

Best Practices Incorporated
TELL THE STORY: The CIP map 
provided context for projects in 
the plan helping residents 
understand why the project was 
being done & when

 Get the right people involved early to avoid scrambling in order to meet 
deadlines

 Establish buy-in for the project by showing people the end game
 We tried to develop a CIP map previously but were unsuccessful because people 

were not clear on what the end product would look like

 Key agency stakeholders were hung up on what couldn’t be mapped rather than 
focusing on what could be mapped

 The map is informative and can be used as an analytical tool when combined 
with other data
 In 2019 we hope to add additional layers (e.g. TIF districts, Comp Plan Land Use 

map, etc)



CASE 2: LAUNCHING A FINANCIAL TRANSPARENCY APP

Challenge Solution How we Did it What we 
Learned 

 Alders wanted a way to analyze the budget outside of how the information is presented in the budget document

 They also wanted a place to reference residents when budget questions as they come up

 Madison’s budget process has historically focused on the incremental changes that have happened from year to 
year; this approach makes it easy for spending on various initiatives to get lost in the base budget.

 Budget conversations focused on agency level spending rather than the service level supported by the recommended 
funded

 Wanted to leverage technology to pursue a flexible tool that would allow residents & decision makers to dig into 
the specific questions about the budget….without adding significant pages to the budget book



CASE 2: LAUNCHING A FINANCIAL TRANSPARENCY APP

Challenge Solution How we Did it What we 
Learned 

 Launch an open budget application that allows users to drill into the operating budget

 Going through this process helped us think through how operating budget data was presented both online and 
in publications
 Goal: Build set of tools that are approachable, easy to understand, and informs people about what’s in the budget

MOVING FROM THIS TO THIS



CASE 2: LAUNCHING A FINANCIAL TRANSPARENCY APP

Challenge Solution How we Did it What we 
Learned 

 Wanting to spark a solution to this challenge, Alders 
funded a budget transparency application in 2015

 In late 2015-early 2016 we conducted an RFI to 
figure out what tool made sense for us

 Vendor Selected=Open Gov

 Worked with Open Gov throughout 2017 to launch 
the application with our 2018 Executive Budget

 Implementation process lasted approximately 6 
weeks





After users select a 
specific function they can 
see the budget by agency 

within that function



• Users can select an 
agency that will show 
the budget by service

• Tables below the 
charts show the 
budget figures by 
phase



POTENTIAL FILTERS



After changing the filter you know 
see the Parks budget by major





CASE 2: LAUNCHING A FINANCIAL TRANSPARENCY APP

Challenge Solution How we Did it What we 
Learned 

 The tool needs to be easy to use

 Allow the application was comprehensive it takes savvy to navigate & find 
answers to specific questions

 Use canned reports to anticipate the FAQs

 Spend the time necessary to market the tool

 The week we launched the application there were 100+ clicks

 Visits to the site have fallen since its initial release

 Time the release with your budget; timing the release when people are 
reading about the budget in the news helps capitalize on existing interest

 For the future of the application were are examining the potential of 
providing more real time data through gateways to our ERP system

Best Practices Incorporated
SHARE THE NUMBERS: This application allows 
users to look at the budget both by where 
the money is spent & how the money is 
spent

• The drill down feature is flexible 
giving users the tools to answer 
wide range of budget related 
questions



CASE 3: DASHBOARDING BUDGET DATA

Challenge Solution How we Did it What we 
Learned 

 We were putting a great deal of time into developing Powerpoint presentations to walk the Executive through 
budget outlook and scenarios

 If presentations were focused on numbers, staff were turned off by complexity

 If presentations were focused on narrative, staff were turned off by too much information

 Needed to find a way to visualize how money was being spent in a simple way that would keep people engaged

 In developing a solution we were looking for a way to help staff focus on the big picture rather than getting 
sucked into the weeds



CASE 3: DASHBOARDING BUDGET DATA

Challenge Solution How we Did it What we 
Learned 

 Tableau & Microsoft Power BI provided free platforms where we could test ideas with data visualization

 Using a clean data set we built dashboards in both platforms to determine what system was easiest to use & gave us the 
most options

 Using Power BI we:

 Built a tool that could be filtered based on the types of questions & discussions common in our process

 We used this tool when finalizing the Executive Budget to go through timing & funding of projects by agency 



CASE 3: DASHBOARDING BUDGET DATA

Challenge Solution How we Did it What we 
Learned 

 Used a summer Internship program to 
have interns develop & test potential 
tools

 Uploaded the budget data to the 
application to test different 
visualizations

 Tested out visualizations with Budget 
staff to see if the tool could answer 
common questions

 Used the tool for briefing the Mayor’s 
Office & agency stakeholders on what 
was in their budgets



CASE 3: DASHBOARDING BUDGET DATA

Challenge Solution How we Did it What we 
Learned 

 People like pictures to get a sense of what’s going on
 The dashboard gave us a dynamic tool to use when walking through budget 

presentations rather than relying on a static PDF

 We were able to focus in on specific elements of the budget based on the 
questions in real time

 The tool is easy to use and understandable to stakeholders with a variety of 
backgrounds

 Don’t dashboard to dashboard, if the visual doesn’t help answer a question 
or creates more confusion don’t use it

 Visualizations that create meaning at an agency level don’t translate when 
you’re looking at information citywide

Best Practices Incorporated
MAKE IT DIGESTIBLE: The dashboard 
visualizations were geared towards 
taking a complex data set & making it 
understandable in the way our Executive 
makes decisions

• Simple data sets can be 
impactful (e.g. # of projects by 
agency)



CONCLUSION & WRAP UP



MAJOR LESSONS LEARNED

It does take staff time; think about logical partnerships in your City & community

Embrace the spirit of openness of borrow from other Cities that have models you like

The same concepts that make data easier to understand externally can apply with internal stakeholders

Don’t let the data scare you; find the story to tell as a way to invite your residents into the process

Meet residents where they are & make it easy!



QUESTIONS
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